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Yes, but it's different from playlists on Spotify. Stations create playlists through your listening habits. Just tell us what you love by pressing your thumbs up on any track, or what you don't like with your thumb down, and we adjust your drive to play something similar. Tip: Tap at least 15 tracks and you'll unlock a personal playlist called My Favorites, which is a
collection of all the songs you love! By Kim Gilmour Spotify Radio has undergone a massive overhaul and is now a great way to stumble upon some good music. The feature allows you to create virtual radio stations that play similar music to the things you already like. As a real radio station, you never know which tracks Spotify will line up next - but unlike
real radio stations, you can skip tracks as many times as you want if they're not to your fancy (and there aren't any annoying DJs that interfere with the flow). The new Spotify Radio is a further development of a previously hidden feature called Artist Radio, but it has now gained pride of space on the left sidebar and allows you to create as many artist-based
radio stations as you want for easy access. The recommendation engine behind it all has also received a makeover, so suggested tracks should be closer to your taste than ever before. Spotify Radio also suggests recommended stations based on artists you've recently listened to. (For example, if you listened to some Christmas carols during the holidays,
Spotify was ready to recommend Nat King Cole and Bing Crosby radio, which featured music from these artists as well as more modern singers like Michael Buble.) To get started listening and creating artist-based stations using Spotify Radio: Click the Radio option (under Apps on the left sidebar). If this first time you use Spotify Radio, the first station to
appear will be similar to music from your current most listened artist. To start playing the radio, hover over the album art in the main window and click the play button. Alternatively, double-click the track. The music starts playing. As with other tracks, you can view the track played in the radio window or check out the details in the lower-left corner of the Spotify
window. To skip a track you don't want to listen to, click the skip icon to the right of the large album art in the main window (with the two right arrows). The next track to be played is displayed, and unless you click the skip button again to go to it after this, it starts playing within a few seconds. There are no limits to how many times you can skip tracks! If you
start listening to a track and it ends before you find out who it is by, go back to it by watching your game history. In the left sidebar, click Play Queue, and then click the History tab. The story will be deleted if you quit Spotify so make sure you do this before closing the application. To create a radio station: Click the Create New Station button in the upper-right
corner of the Spotify Radio main window. In the search box, type the name of the artist you want to base a radio station on. Suggestions related to the artist you enter appear in the drop-down list. Click the result closest to which music you're in the mood for. You can also enter a track, which is useful if a song has more than one artist, and you want music that
sounds like a specific version of it. Both tracks and suggestions appear in this drop-down list. The artist drive you created appears under Recent radio stations and automatically starts playing. In this section, you have access to all the drives that you have created. Use the left and right arrow buttons to the right of this section to scroll through your drives.
Scroll down to see more stations based on artists and tracks you're listening to. Here's a customized list of the best radio stations based on your most listened artists and tracks. Scroll down even more to see popular radio stations that others listen to, plus radio stations based on specific genres such as classical, pop and heavy metal. The Spotify Stations
app lets you easily create stations for the music you love for free. Get started Note: You don't need the main app on Spotify to use Stations, but you need a Spotify account. If you don't already have one, you can create it when you open Stations.  Download Spotify drives from the iOS App Store or Google Play Store. Sign in to your Spotify account or tap
SIGN UP if you haven't been left on Spotify.  Enjoy the music! Scroll up or down to change the drive. Tap (+) in the upper-left corner to add a drive. The more you listen, the better the stations will be. You unlock stations like Favorites, Discover Weekly, and Release Radar based on your listening history. Frequently asked questions Do I need a Spotify account
to use Stations? Yep! However, if you don't have a Spotify account, just tap SIGN UP when you open Stations. Yep! Tap a track to save it to a station called Favorites. Note: You must tap at least 15 tracks for favorites to view. Do I need Premium to use Stations? Nope! But if you have Spotify Premium, you get ad-free music listening and unlimited jumps. I
don't like any of the drives I have to change a station to better match your taste: Tap on a track you love, and on every track you don't like. This adjusts the rest of the drive accordingly. Tap the drive name to open the Station Details screen. Here you can: Rename the drive. Add/remove artists (for artist stations). Switch Include similar artists on/off.  Select to
remove the drive. Last Updated: 16 December 2019 0Månedly Listeners416FollowersListen live radio in full in spotify appLegalPrivacyCookiesAbout Spotify is constantly searching for new ways to bring its music catalog to its users. Stations are the name of their new official app that is completely independent of the Spotify client. It allows you to listen to
themed radio stations through a much simpler interface than its older sibling. The app was released exclusively in Australia months ago, but now Spotify stations are available in the US. The app was officially launched in Australia and the US, but by installing it via APK (available on Uptodown), you can try it out without geographic restrictions. The only
requirement is that you have an active Spotify account, but it doesn't have to be premium, since the free version is more than enough. The app displays a list of stations organized by category. In fact, it's not much different from the original app in that respect, but in this case it's much easier to access the entire list of drives by swiping vertically. After selecting
a category, the music starts playing. Granted, you can't skip songs or create a custom drive, and the only option is to pause. As for the list of genres, you can change the selection in the app's options menu, with the additional option to add a list of weekly discoveries to the main menu. In addition, by adding songs to your favorites, the app will create stations
tailored to your personal taste, just like the official Spotify app. Download Keep your mood going. Spotify Radio creates a collection of songs based on any artist, album, playlist or song you want. It is even updated over time to stay healthy. Go to any artist, album, playlist, or song. Select or . Select Go to radio. You can also search to find an artist radio. Tip:
Go to Radio in the menu on the left side of your desktop to get recommended Radio playlists. Save a radio as a radio to store it in the library under Playlists. If you have Premium, you can download it too! Note: You cannot save or download a playlist radio. Last Updated: 26 November, 2020 (Pocket-lint) - Back in 2018, Spotify rolled out a lightweight and
slimmed-down Pandora-style radio app called Spotify Stations.It only appeared in Australia and basically only for Android users, but now the company has started giving US users access as well. The app is intended to give listeners easy access to curated playlists and a more radio-like experience. Think of Spotify stations as a way to listen to and discover
new music and some of your favorites as well. Spotify describes it as a way to easily create stations for all the music you love.... Stations get you to music instantly – no searching or writing required. As Stations learn more about what you like, it creates stations packed with the music you love, made just for you. SpotifyStations is a lot easy-to-use app with
minimalist design. Scrollable playlists and easy access is the name of the game here. Like the main app, Spotify stations are open to both free and Spotify Premium users. Naturally, there is no such thing as a free lunch and non-paying users have to hear ads along with their songs, but have the power to jump and thumb up or down the songs. Stations give
you access to a variety of playlists sorted by genre, decades and all the classics. Of course, you can still customize the listening experience by choosing from a selection of your favorite artists. We expect the app to be another brilliant way to discover new music and broaden your listening horizon as well. The new app runs separately from the main app and
is available for both iOS and Android devices. There is no word on when it will roll out to the UK or the rest of the world, but we are always happy to see improvements to the service. Get the amazing Ivacy VPN for less with this amazing Christmas deal Writing by Adrian Willings. I often listen to streamed public music radio stations via a mobile app or
browser, such as BBC Radio 1,2,3 or BBC 6 Music and on hearing a track I like, want to STAR it, add my spotify playlist etc. And so I find myself switching to and from the Radio streaming app (for example, iPlayer or Radioplayer here in the UK). It would be much better if I could use the spotify app to stream and listen to these radio stations (live). If Spotify
were to collaborate with the BBC, for example, it could arrange for Spotify to have access to song information for the played track, and also for previous tracks. The Spotify app can also present All music info, and links to artis, bands, albums etc directly. There may also be an option to have spotify ply the high bitrate version for premium users, wherever
available, as opposed to the standard 128kb rate most BBC stations use. Use.
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